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Large written exams made impossible
International travel, visitors, conference suspended
Politically influenced decisions
Possible long-term financial impact on publicly-funded universities
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Global health, climate, democracy
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Creating new platforms to achieve this all-in-one
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•

Contributing to the building of a broader European identity

•

Fully embracing diversity of views including about Europe.

•

Keeping strong relations with non-EU partners

Develop models that respect specificities and build on our diverse
relationships with the EU (France, Germany, Belgium, Danemark,
UK, Norway, Serbia)
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Distance learning: opportunities but also a strong disruption…
• Reliability of IT infrastructures

• Loss of rich human interactions between teachers and students
• Loss of extra-academic student activities

covid 19

• Forced IT gap for teachers and students
• Reduced international mobility

Reinvent mobility. Develop joint mobility policies to foster
environmentally and inclusive mobility as well as quality standards
for virtual learning.
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